WINNERS OF THE MERIT SCHOLARSHIP 2019/2020 ($2000 each)

Flowers Marilyn Elaine, (George Westinghouse College Prep)  Illinois Institute of Technology
Latfolla Ahmaad Whabi, (Lane Tech College Prep)  University of Michigan
Lopez Sheila Ayleen, (George Westinghouse College Prep)  Dominican University
Mahnoor Tufail, (Lane Tech College Prep)  University of Illinois at Chicago

WINNERS OF THE COLLEGE SUPPORT SCHOLARSHIP 2019/2020

GROUP I – High School Seniors

Douglas, Lindsay C.  $1,000  Dybro, Holly A.  $1,000
Gayon, McKenna M.  $500  Gmür, Josef W.  $750
Lagler, Scott M.  $500  Leman, Paul E.  $500
Rohner, Marta H.  $750  Ruzicka, Stephanie M  $750
Rykowski, Daniel M.  $500  Rykowski, Timothy M.  $500
Stutz, Carolina D.  $750  Stutz, Sofia  $750
Watkins, Grace  $750

GROUP II – Freshmen

Gerstbrein, Nicolas J.  $1,000  Leman, Milan C.  $500
Masquelier, Max J.  $750  Renwick, Sean J.  $750
Rohner, Claudia H.  $500

GROUP III – Juniors & Sophomores

Faessler, Erik M.  $500  Guerco, Sabrina  $750
Klaus, Matthew R.  $750  Mark, Skyler A.  $750
Moser, Jacob C.  $1,000  Shotton, Jared L.  $500

CONCORDIA LANGUAGE VILLAGE AWARDS - SUMMER 2019

1-Week $830 each / 2-Weeks $1060 each

GERMAN – 1 Week
Hesse, Alison
Kastenmaier, Julia
Sherwood, Macy
Van den Heuvel, John
Wattjes, Rebecca

FRENCH – 1 Week
Antoine, Ryan
Bryan-Adams, Quentin
Estringer, Anya
Fulmer, Kim
Roe, Liera

AATF – French 2-Wks
Kaufman-Sites, Isabelle

AATG – German 2-Wks
De La Costa, William